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ABSTRACT. The paper describes and implements a stand-alone! unity power factor, 
cODD"ollablc cum:nt source converter system. It is based on high frequency PWM technique. 
The converter topology is chosen to operate for both inverter and rectifier modes. Fntiy, the 
principle of operation is discussed. Then. the presented AC-DC converter that demands only 
sinusoidal active current is studied Most features of the converter are dearly interpreted for 
resistive and dynamic loads. On the basis of the given analysis, the paper provides PWM 
converter design guidelines for unity power factor operation. Also, a novel control strate&Y is 
proposed, which .allows to ful:fi1l all the specifications; in particular zero rcacti\le power demmd 
and Vtry low distorted line currents have been guaranteed. The proposed method in this paper 
utilizes simultaneously the control variables: modulation index D (variab1e PWM pattern) and 
power angle lJ (position of the PWM pattern). The instantaneoua control for both achieves 
high--dynamic response and insensitiveness to parameter variations and disturbances. Also, the 
presented control structW'e employs power factor adjustment capability. This development 
provides a low cost solution, where no digital signal processors or large memories for the 
PWM gener.Uion are required. Results from device Lwei PSPlCE confirm the validity of the 
proposed method and the perfonned analysis. The proposed system can be utilized for power 
conditioning, DC and AC drive applications. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Traditional power electronic systems are the main reason for harmonic pollution. This pollution 
may lead to destructive resonance beside rrwty other drawbacks for the electrical distribution 
systems. Most variable speed drive applications get its power via AC to DC con~. 
Normally pnase-controlled thyristors converters have been extensively used because of there 
control simplicity. However, the line cum:nts drawn by such ClntVerteIS have distorted waves 
those posses harmonic and reac2ive power. On the other hand., the harmonic contQlts and the 
reactive power arc load dependent. Many attempts were introduced to reduce such drawbacks. 
For example inpw:filters are used to reduce input harmonics, also a compensating system can 
be used for power factor improvement. Another approaches ~ an additional power 
electronic schemes such as active filters [1]-[S] and reactive power compensators {6]-{8) that 
adapt itself with the AC-DC converters to overcome its drawbacks. For these approaches, it is 
difficult to eliminate all harmonics. Also, the load transients may cause difficulties for 
compensation process. Moreover, the required additional components increase system 
complexity that reduces its use as a low-cost option. 

With the recent developed power electronic devices, a better rectifier approach can be 
proposed in which thc requirements are not only the output magnitude and shape but also the 
input current The controller modulates the converter switching devices with high frequency 
instead of a single twn-on and twn-off per half cycle. 

The old approach makes eye only on the output state (current or voltage) and thereby the 
converter satisfias the output requirement with non sinusoidal line Cll[Tcn18. The recent 
developed approach uses PWM tcchnique for rectifier schemes. It can offer several advanced 
features such as sinusoidal input CWTent at unity power factor and simultaneous high quality 
DC output This in tum results in reduced current ripple and reduced AC voltage distortion in 
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the grid and thereby conrributcs to o~ improved pcrfOlllWlce. The grid sinusoidal aclive 
CUl1"Cl1l reduces the losses and magnetic noise in the power tnnsfonners. The size of the 
passive elements in the AC side is oonsiderabty reduced due to PWM operation. Also, this 
approach can prescrve its high pcrfomw1ce features CMm under Wtbaiance in the input supply 
that may be frequent, particularly in weak AC systems. Thus both input and output control 
capabtlity of such PWM controlled AC ... DC convertcn make it very suitable for applications 
such as magnet power suppJics, OC motor drives, controDed voltage and CWTent inverters, 
reactive power contro~ and utility interactive wind and photo voltaic systems. The new 
generation of pulse width modulated controlled rectifiers has been widely studied. The 
expec~ converter is the one that stand alone with good petfonnance level in terms of low 
hannonic distortion, power factor adjustment capability, power reversal, and good dynamic 
response. 

Fig. 1 shows the general schematic circuit for PWlv{ cOl1\t'Cfter. The common factor of the 
PWM: controlled converten is the method used in controDing the output state which is kept 
close to the desired value. The error either controls the AC input CWTC'l'lt or the converter back 
modulated voltage V m. In gener~ the optimal PWM pattern is being adjusted to satisfy the 
system requirements. 

R L 

ACCURRENT 
CONTROLLER 

1 1
,./ 

F1gUt'e 1: PWM controlled current convertc:r. 

Regarding the switching pattern generation and positioning, related research papen have been 
continuously appearing which signifies the importance and complexity of this subject [9]. 
PreuioUi recent works [7], IlO]-{13] are so much focused on system lineMiz.ation or solving 
nonJincar dynamic equations on-line. These require multi-DSP system operating in parallel. 
Howcveri up to the present, these control stratcgjea are of the static type. 

In this work, the proposed controDed CUlYent converter that draws sinusoidal active CUlTCIlt is 
a.nalyaed and implemented. The analyses is focusod on unity power factor operation for 
rmsnve and dynamic loads. The pteSeIlted method can be used to Wlderstand clearty the 
system cap.ability and the relations betwCCll the control variables. Where it can be used for 
developina different control strategi~. Also, the paper pre8CIlts a new simple control strategy 
that satisfies unity power factor, and sinusoidal CWTCl'lt in addition to output DC-current 
control. Fin.aIly, the real control method and power circuit haw been implemented using Pspice 
for verification. 
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2. PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION 
Asswning that the high--ordcr switching harmonics do not contribute much to the fundamental 
component!, the equivalent power circuit for AC and OC sides is shown in Fig. 2. In this 
figutc, V .is the fundamental I1JlS source voltage. Vm is rrns value of the fundamental wave 
perai'ed by pulse width modulation for the capacitor DC voltage. R and L arc the resistance 
and inductance inserted between the converter circuit aDd the AC so~e. The inductance L is 
necessary to filter the high frequency switching of the used PWM pattern. The current source 

io impresses current. segments of the AC side current i to the DC ~uit. Therefore~ the DC 
capacitor Cis nceessary for decoupling the instantaneous reaction between the DC load current 

iL and the CUIl'ent source ;0. 

v 

Figw:e 2: Equivalent circuit and plulsor diagram. 

The magnitude Vm depends on the capacitor average DC voltage Vc and the modulation ratio 
m. Asswning full utiliution of thc power circuit where over modulation range can be usc~ 
then the value ofVm can be expressed as: 

Vm =D . Vc (1) 

The control variable D (modulation index) has a nonlinear relation with the modulation ratio m. 

As shown in Fig. 1, .md 2, the switching PWM pattern generated by the modulator controls the 
voltage plwor Vm. Where~ the modulation index D. results by the used PWM switching 
pattern, affects the magnitude Vm. While its position relative to the supply voltage defines the 
power angle a. Hence the modulator with the power ~heme sho\1VD in Fig. 1 conttols the 
amount and ~tion of the power flow transferred between AC and OC sides. For negative 
power angle (Vm lags V), the power flow goes from the AC to the OC side and for positive 
power angle the power flows in the opposite direction. 
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A system control method that is based on the unchanFable predetermined PWM: switching 
pattern is proposed in [14], where the modulation index D is held constant to achieve linear 
relation between the average capacitor voltage Vc and Vm. However, there are still nonlinear 
n:lations that should be procCSlCd. Also, the non .. utilization of control variable D limits the 
system control tapability, where the power factor is load dependent and, hence, is not constant. 

It is important to state here that the presented control method in this paper \ltilizcs 
simultaneousty the control variables: modulation index D (variable PWM pa.ttern) and power 
anglea (POSition of Ihe PWM pattern). The main task for the presented controller is to control 
the phasor Ym metred to the source voltage through the AC current and so~e wavefonn 
tempLate 10 satisfY the requirements: controlling the DC load ClllTCnt with zero reactive power. 
1be presented analysis ahoWi that the relations bclWeen the above mentioned control variables 
and different DC load current for unity power factor are nonlinear. With these characteristics, it 
is difficult to achieve the requirements using on line computations. This problem is sotved here 
by using an intelligent hysteresis controller for the input AC cmrent. It can force the desired 
AC cmrent efficitmt..'y and instantaneously to follow the reference wave by the proposed 
hysteresis controller in [15]. Then, without computations for P\VIv1 patterns and with only 
building the desired AC current wave that has the !!Duree voltage template, the DC load current 
can be controlled with input sinusoidal active current. The amplitude of the reference sinusoidal 
current is generated by the DC ClUTCflt controller. nus control structure can drive the power 
circuit for both rectifier and i.nverter operations. When the sign of the CWTent error signal is 
positive, the controller builds • reference AC currene wave that be in phase with the somce 
voltage forcing the power circuit for rectifier operation. But when Ihe errOl" sign is negative, the 
reference AC current wave will be inverted for inverter operation. 

3. ANALYSIS OF THE CONVERTER 
For AC side, the phasor diagram shown in Fig. 2 esta.bOshes operating conditions between rhe 
source pbasor V and the converter terminal phasor tin . Also this ph.asor diagram can be 
exprossed in d-q frame 38: . 

R Id - X. lq V d - Vmd 
Xld +R. Iq == Vq - Vmq 
where 
V d := V . cos (a ) 
Vq := V . sin (- a ) 
Vmd = Vm 
Vmq == 0 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

Clearly, the DC-side converter output C1.I1T'ent io controls the capacitor voltage level and the 
load current iL. This curn.mt satisfies the instantaneous power balance equation between the 
AC side and the DC side of the converter circuit that can be written as fonows: 

Vc. i 0 ::: V md • i d + Vmq. i q (8) 

For steady state operation, the average DC capacitor voltage reaches a particular equilibrium 
v.alue, which means that the:: average OC load cUlTent Ii becomes equal to the average value Io. 
Then, the power balAnce equation (8) can be written for steady state as: 

v c. I L = V md . Id + Vmq. Iq (9) 
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For simplicity. the parasitic resistance Rr and Rdc arc omitted for the foDowing analysis. By 
using Eq. (1), (2)--{9), it is possible to derive the relations betwcc:m DC output current IL and 
the input controJ variables ( D , ~). 

1L == D . Id = (D . V/X) . sin ( .. a ) (10) 

3.1. Resistive load characteristics 
The relation between the DC output volt.ag.: V c and the input control variables (D , "> for 
n:siative load tan be obtained using Eq.(10). 

Vc = (D . V . RUX). sin (-a) 

Also, the ..clive .and reactive powers dr.awn from the AC sou.rce .are: 

p = V d . Id + V q . Iq 
= (a . V21X) . sin2 (~) 

Q = V q . Id - V d . Iq 

= (y2 IX) . [ 1 - a. sin (., ) . cos (~ )] 
where 

a == (R£IX) .D2 

(11) 

(12) 

(13) 

(14) 

Fig. 3 shows the P - a and Q - a relations for different a's. It can be seen that the oonstant 
a should be gte3ter than 2 for zero reactive power operation. 

p (pu) = F ( power angle) 

2 

o~~~~--~~--~--~~~~~ 
o ~ ~ ~ ~ 100 1~ ,~ 100 ,~ 

Q cpu)=: F ( power angle) 

~ ~ ~ ~ 100 1E 1~ 1~ 1~ 
p"",,*, angle (deg) 

Figure 3: Active and reactive power (resistive load). 

There are two possible power anglca (aI, a2) for unity power factor opera1ion. These power 
angles em be obtained from Eq.(13) when Q ~ o. 
c5 I == 0.5 . arcsin ( 2J a ) (IS) 
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en :;: 90°· 0.5 . arcsin ( 21 a) (16) 

The DC load power of (12) for unity power factor conditions of (15), and (16) becomes 

(17) 

It is clear that the relAtion between the control variables are nonlinear. For the sante value of 
the constant a I there are two possible values for outpld power P and two possible values for 

the control variable li. Equations (14)-( 16) allow us to plot the relations between the control 

variables ~ and D required for unity power factor condition. 

Fig. 4 shoW!! D - a curves for different values of RIlX. Clearly, the control range of the 

modulation index D and power angle 1I depend on the ratio between the load resistance RL and 

the AC side inductor impedance X. The possible ranges for these control variables determine 
the control capability of the P\VM conVl"rter for unity power factor operation. 

Pow., uule. F (0) (for unity power factor) 
9 0 ~-~-.------

80 

70 

80 

so 

40 

30 

20 

10 

Figure 4: Control variables relation (resistive load). 

o 

Considering V and V IX as base values for voltage and CWTC1lt, the peronit load current and 
capacitor voltage using Eq. (10), (II), (1S), and (16) are shown in Fig. S. It can be seen that 

for given ~ the soW"Ce inductance determines the DC load current range that can be provided 
under unity power factor operation. Note that it is possible to get operations outside this range 
but on the expense of power faclnr' different from unity. 

3.1. Controlled current cbancteristics 
The PWM' converter can operate as ideal controlled cwrent with unity power factor 
independent of the DC voltage level. The control variables determined by the PWN1 switching 
function forces the system to satisfy the requirements. The system capability depends on the 
circuit parameten. In case of dynamic load, the power circuit also allows negative DC cwrent 
flow (inverter operation) when the reference CUlTCDt is negative. This regeneration occws while 
the DC capacitor Voltage is kept positive. Hence the transient response for the DC current is 
determined nWnJy by the DC smoothing inductor. 
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load current (pu)" F (D) (for unity power factor) 

0.5 

o~----~~----~~--------------------~ 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 

Vc (pu) =: F (D} (for unity power factor) 
o 

6 

4 

2 RL I X= 3 

o~~----~------~------~------~----~ 
0.5 O.S 0.7 O.B 0.9 

o 
Figure 5: Load current and voltage capability (resistive load). 

If the load has a voltage level of V co, the pcru.nit reactive power Q becomes 

Q = 1 - b . cos (13) (l &) 

where 

b = (V co / V ) . D (19) 

CleMly, for constant power angle, the reactive power is linearly dependent with h or 

equivalently D. To control the load cunent and the reactive power at the same time, both 

control variables 0 and D should be wed as shown in Eq. (10), (18), and (19). 

4 

3 

:2 

a 

·1 

·2 

·100 ·60 o 50 1DO 160 200 
power engl. (dee) 

Figure 6: Reactive power (dynamic load). 
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Fig. 6 shows the penm.it re~tive power for different values of h. For zero reactive power 
operation, b should be greater than 1. There are two possible power angles (01, a2 ) for unity 

power factor operation. The positive power angle 3 is for regenera~ operation, while the 
negative value for rectifier operation. 

The constraint equation for zero reactive power is obtained from eq. (18), and (19) to be 

D == (Vco/V). cos (a) (20) 

If the constraint equation (20) is eoruridercd during operation, the DC load current will take a 
particular and weU-defined value for each load voltage VeO. By using Eq. (10). and (20), it is 

possible to derive the relation between the load cwrent and the control variables D or a 

IL = ( V/X). (V / Veo) . tan (a) 

lL =D. (V/X). sin[arcoos(V/(D.Vco))] 

(21) 

(22) 

Fig. 7 shows the constraint relation between the control vui.ablcs ~ and D for different DC 
voltages. It can be seen that, for low valuC8 of DC load voltage V cO, the system can not satisfy 

unity power factor operation, where the modulation index D is limited by the nature of the 
power circuit. 

Also, Fig. 8 shows the system capability for controUed current operation under unity power 
factor condition. To increase the absolute DC load current capability under unity power factor 
and certain DC voltage V cO, the AC side inductance should be decreased. 

This analysis is helpful for undcatanding easily the converter capability and its relations with 
the parameters that are necessary for system design stage. 

power angle"" F ( D) (for unUy power factor) 

OO~------~------~------?-------~----~ 

80 

O~----~~~----~--L---~------~-------o 0.2 0.4 0,6 0.8 
o 

Figure 7: Control variables relation (dynamic load). 
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05 

o~----~~----~--~~------~----~ 
o 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 

Laad Clmsrt (pJ) = F ~ arge) (b" unity ~ ~ 

1.5 

0.5 

oL-~~~~S====-~~~~ 
o 10 2) ~ 40 fO a> 70 SJ 00 

JX'Ao8' arqa (mg) 

Figure 8: Load current and voltage capability of the convener (dynamic load), 

4. ZERO REACTIVE POWER CONTROLLER 
Using the characteristics explained before, different control method can be proposed to achieve 
the desired t't<Iuiremcn19 as shown in Fig. 9 and 10. The DC load current can be kept close to 
the reference by using the error signa] between that current and the reference. This error either 
conttols directly tl1e AC input cummt! or the converter terminal modula1cd voltage Vm. In both 

cases, the control variables D and a are used to satisfy the operation requirement!!. 
R L Rtk ilk 

io 

" 

Figure 9: IndiRct control scbeme. 

\. 
\ 
i 
i 
i 
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Fig. 9 shOM a controller structure that can control Ute output DC cwrent in~tty. For the 
indirect control method, the rcfenmce input AC current is calculated and then the required Vm. 

The control variable D is determined ~cording to the average DC voJtage V cO. The modulator 
uses these vallXS to generate the PWlvl switching pa.ttem that satisfies the requirements. This 
method needs on-line calculation that leads to time delay. Moreover it rcquirct accurate values 
of the system parametcn that may changes with time. 

The diRet method shown in Fig. lOuses an AC CUJTe1lt controller that forces the power circuit 
to draw a current close to the reference one. This AC CUlTel\t controller generates automatically 
the required Pwrv1 pattern. In 1his worlc. an intelligent simple hysteresis current controller 
proposed in [15] is used. This controller is based on the to called fteepolar modulation method. 
It can control the cunent ripple by efficient switching frequency and has excellent dynamic 
perfonnance. The reference CUrTeD.t is generated according to the source voltage 1emplatc and 
the amplitude produced by the DC cunent controller. This method is very simple because there 
are no complex on-line computations. Beside that there are no need for system parameten 
where the symem adapts itself for any parameter ch.ange:J. 

/.,_.-- -. -.. _ .. _ .. _. .._ .. _ .. _ .. _ .. -'. "-
Instantaneous \. 

( current ! 
controller i 

i 
i 

source voltage ! ; 
\.. tempJete ./ .. _-._ .. _--_._- .. _ .. (._--_ .. __ .- .. _-_ .... 

Figure 10: Proposed direct control scheme. 

5_ VERIFICATION 
The system is verified in time domain by means of 3 widely used indusby standard device level 
Pspice program. The proposed PWM converter scheme in Fig. 10 is implemented including 
real control circuit, drivers, snubber circuit with the fonowing main parameters. 

v = 6S v, 50Hz, R = 1 ohm, L=lO mH, 

V cO = 220 v, Rae = o. S ohm, Lde = 0.2 a C = 2000 uF 

Fig. 11-3 and b show the behavior of the system in case of rectifier and inverter operations for 
the same parameters. It can be observed that the AC input cwrcnt is an active sinusoidal 
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currm.t with very low amplitude of ripples in both operations. Also, the control system adapts 
the power angle and the switching pattern automatically to kcer the AC line current clost to the 
reference for both cases. Regarding the DC side, it is clear that the C1JI1'e1lt source io is a 

unidirectional pulse width modulated segmcn1S of the AC ct.J.rtent i , 

V I 

".0 It.OG 

48.0 5.08 

0 III 

-48.0 -S.OG 

-".0 -18.08 

t. <uc) 

V Vm 
)110 20G 

UIG.O UID,IJ 

0 13 

-t('JO.O -UIO.O 

.2:OQ -zaG 

t C.-c} 

1 10 

tD •• 10.eo 

5 •• t •• 

s e 

-5,00 -5.80 

-Ie .• -to .• 

Figure ll.o{a): Rectifier performance. 
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........-..',,- -L "- L '" 48 •• s,. ~ ~ ~" ,~ 

/ \ f '\ 
• & 
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1_\ ./t\ j~ 

-<te.t ~s.ee ~ I \ / 
~ ~, , , 
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-ea •• ~,8 .• , ... I;' ~ / 
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18 •• 

Vm V 

1. 2DO 

iOO.6 toe.e 

e a 

-us •• -108.0 

-211. 
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lO.OQ 10.GEI 

5,. 6 •• 
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~S ... -5 •• 

-18 •• 

Figure 11-{b): Inverter performance. 
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6. CONCLUSION 
A noveJ ACJDC PWl\1 controlled converter, controlled instantaneously, is developed and 
implemented. A high degree of controllability is obtained by using a simple control strntegy. 
The principles of operation are descri~ and design expressions are derived. Several new 
facts are identified and contributed. The OC cw-rent can be conb'OUed in a ~ range that 
depends on the system design ~~teB. The unity power factor operation can be obtained 
wbcn the constant a :; ( RL / X) . D mar is larger than 2 in case of resistive loads, and when 
the constant b :: (Vee / V). Dmax is.larger than 1 in casc of dynamic loads. 
The pRSCrlted analysis shows that the relations between the control variables D, a and DC load 
current for unity power factor are nonlinear. l'hcrcforc it is difficult to achieve the 
requi:mnents using on line ~mputaDons. This problem is solved here by using a self adaptive 
instantaneous cwnmt controner for AC current Then, without computations for PWM 
patterns and with only building the dcsimd AC cw-rent wave that has the source voltage 
template, the DC load current can ~ controned with input sinusoidal active cWTenl. Wt1h 
simple control struc~ the converter achieves high pcrfmmancc such as: unity power factor 
operation for RCtifier and inverter operation, controlled ripple for the demanded sinusoidal line 
cum:nt, and output controUed DC cutrent source as wen as minimum COlM:rtcr loss. Other 
interesting ch.aractcristics are: 1) the robustness to parametric variations and disturbances; 2) 
the inpul power factor can be arbitrarily controlled; 3) full UIi1i.zatiOD of the power circuit 
lhrougb simultaneous control of the modu1ation indexD and the power angle ~. 
Further research is required to handle the remaining step in pcrf~ting the stand-alone PWM 
converter. \Ilhich allows the converter to operate under maximum power factor when it is 
beyond the unity power factor range. 
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